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Abstract - Design patterns describe good solutions to common and reocurring problems in program design. Applying design patterns in software design and implementation have significant effects on software quality metrics such as flexibility, usability, reusability, scalability and robustness. Applying design patterns in software systems does not have a specific rule. It is possible to apply two design patterns for a specific problem, so a decision should be taken on choosing one of the two design patterns. In this paper we propose a solution to choose and apply patterns according to the required quality metrics.
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1 Introduction

Design patterns [12] are high level building blocks that promote elegance in software by ordering proven and timeless solutions to common problems in software design. Design patterns convey the experience of software designers. Applying design patterns in software design and implementation have important effects on software quality metrics such as flexibility, usability, reusability, scalability and robustness [5]. In [8] design patterns’ relationship are classified in 6 categories and then a new way for applying patterns in the software system is given. As we know studying software characteristics in the software design is an essential content but no consideration on applying patterns based on their expected software metrics in [5] has been studied yet.

In this paper we investigate situations in applying design patterns where two patterns can be applied. So we can decide on choosing similar patterns for a specific problem, according to the software metrics that the software system need to promote or increase. It means that software quality metrics may be the key for applying design patterns.

In this paper, first we talk about the quality metrics which design patterns are expected to bring. Second, we classify the design patterns based on their relationships. Then we study two relationships, “Similar” and “Conflict”, and compare their design patterns’ software quality metrics. At last we come to a new method on choosing patterns to apply in software systems.

2 Software Quality characteristics of Design Patterns

2.1 Quality Characteristics related with Design Patterns

Design Patterns are solutions for reoccurring problems, applying design patterns in software design and implementation have effect on software quality metrics such as flexibility, usability, reusability, scalability and robustness.

Gamma et al. in “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software" define design patterns as: “Patterns specific design problems and make object-oriented more flexible, elegant and ultimately reusable” and Design patterns help you chose design alternatives that make a system reusable and avoid alternatives that compromise reusability. [12].

Software elegance is defined as maximizing the information delivered through the simplest possible interface. When considering these definitions, design patterns are expected to bring:

• Flexibility: "effort required modifying an operational program" [4].
• Elegancy: Issues of elegance in software are reflected to robustness, scalability, flexibility, and usability.
  o Robustness: Robustness is the degree to which an executable work product continues to function properly under abnormal conditions or circumstances" [2] D.G. Firesmith. Common concepts underlying safety, security, and survivability engineering. December 2003.]. Also, the attributes related to the correct functioning of a software product in the case of invalid inputs or under stressful environmental conditions. [10]
  o Scalability: Scalability is the ease with which an application or component can be modified to expend its existing capacities" [2] [9] [6].
• Flexibility: “effort required modifying an operational program" [4].
• Usability: The capability of software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under specified conditions" [2] [3] [11].
• Reusability: Reusability is the ease with which an existing application or component can be reused” [2][7].

So design patterns are expected to increase the following quality characteristics: Flexibility, Reusability, Robustness, Scalability, and Usability.

Flexibility consists of the following quality characteristics:
- Expendability: The degree to which architectural, data or procedural design can be extended”[11].
- Generality: The breadth of potential application of program components”[11].

Reusability consists of the following quality characteristics:
- Generality
- Hardware independence: The degree to which the software is decoupled from the hardware on which it operates”[11].
- Modularity
- Software system independence: The degree to which the program is independent of nonstandard programming language features, operating system characteristics, and other environmental constraints” [11].

Flexibility consists of the following quality characteristics:
- Expendability: The degree to which architectural, data or procedural design can be extended”[11].
- Generality: The breadth of potential application of program components”[11].
- Modularity: The functional independence of program components”[11].

Reusability consists of the following quality characteristics:
- Generality
- Hardware independence: The degree to which the software is decoupled from the hardware on which it operates”[11].
- Modularity
- Software system independence: The degree to which the program is independent of nonstandard programming language features, operating system characteristics, and other environmental constraints” [11].

Usability consists of the following quality characteristics:
- Learnability: The capability of the software product to enable the user to learn its application” [1][3].
- Operability: The capability of the software product to enable the user to operate and control it” [3]. Also, the ease of operation of a program”[1][2][11].
- Understandability: The capability of the software product to enable the user to understand whether the software is suitable, and how it can be used for particular tasks and conditions of use” [3].

Figure 1 shows the main characteristics and sub characteristics of the design patterns quality.

2.2 Quality Evaluation of Design Patterns

Khosravi and Guheueneuc in “A Quality Model for Design Patterns”[5] studied design patterns and evaluated manually their quality characteristics using five-levels scale (Excellent, Good, Fair, Bad and Very bad. Also, they used N/A for characteristics not applicable to some design patterns.)

Figure 2 summarizes the quality characteristics of the twenty-three design patterns. [5]

We can come to conclude from Figure 2 as below:
1. We can not gain hardware independence by using design patterns.
2. Software Independence can be achieved only through using Adapter, Decorator, Sate and Visitor.
3. In creational patterns (Abstract Factory, Builder, Factory Method, Prototype and Singleton):
   • Expendability and Simplicity can not be achieved through using Factory Method and Singleton and other creational patterns give a reasonable view for Expendability and Simplicity.
   • So except from Factory Method and Singleton, other creational patterns give flexibility to the system design.
   • Using creational design patterns give the system design, a good reusability, usability, scalability and robustness.

4. In structural patterns (Adapter, Bridge, composite, Decorator, Façade, flyweight, Proxy):
   • The only design pattern that has three bad points in software metrics is flyweight which can not achieve a good result in expendability, simplicity and understandability.
   • Except from the Flyweight, All other structural patterns have reasonable result in expendability and simplicity.
   • All the structural patterns have a good view in generality.
• By using Adapter and Decorator can achieve a better Reusability because of the good result of them in software independence.
• Except from the Flyweight and Proxy can achieve usability because of the good result in understandability.
• All the structural patterns have a good view in scalability and robustness.

• Except from the Command, all other behavioral patterns give the system design a good simplicity result.
• Except from the Strategy, all other behavioral patterns give the system design a good generality result.
• System design can achieve a good result in flexibility through using behavioral patterns except from the Command and Strategy.
• Software independency can be achieved by using State and Visitor.
• There is not any metrics in this field that has a good result by using Mediator pattern.
• All the behavioral patterns has a good view in operability, but because of the bad result of Command, Memento and Strategy in learnability and bad result of Command, state and Strategy in understandability, nothing can be concluded for the usability metric.
• Except from the Chain of Responsibility and Command, all other behavioral patterns have a good result in scalability.
• Except from the Memento, all other behavioral patterns have a good result in robustness.
• By using Strategy, Memento and Command can not achieve at least to three metrics.

3. A way to applying patterns based on software quality characteristics

3.1 Classification of Design Patterns Relationships

According to [8] design patterns relationships can be classified through 6 categories:
1. Use: A pattern uses another pattern.
2. Refine: A more specific pattern refines a more general and abstract pattern.
3. Conflict: One pattern conflicts with another pattern when they both provide mutually exclusive solutions to similar problems.
4. Similar: This relationship is often used to describe patterns which are similar because they address the same problem. The similarity relationship seems to be much broader than just conflicts and as it is also used to describe patterns which have a similar solution technique such as Strategy and State.

5. Combine: Two patterns are combining to solve a single problem.
6. Require: One pattern requires a second pattern if the second pattern is a prerequisite for solving the problem addressed by the first pattern.

In software system, during the applying design patterns to a specific problem, there are some cases to choose one pattern form the patterns that can be applied for a problem. In these cases on pattern which is similar to another one or one pattern which is conflicts with another should be chosen.

In next part, patterns which have similar or conflicts with relationship to other patterns are considered to study the effect of choosing one patterns between two on the quality metrics. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the brief form of the patterns and the software characteristics.

3.2 Similarity Relationship and Software Metrics

When two patterns are solutions for a problem, they are similar because they addressed the same problem. Patterns with similar relationship and their effect on software quality metrics are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 3 – Comparing Quality Characteristics of Similar Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Patterns</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Reusability</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Factory</td>
<td>Abstract Factory</td>
<td>Abstract Factory</td>
<td>Abstract Factory</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter &amp; Bridge</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>According to software</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy &amp; Decorator</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>According to software</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Façade &amp; Mediator</td>
<td>Façade</td>
<td>According to software</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State &amp; Strategy</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>According to software</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 – Comparing Quality Characteristics of Conflict Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Patterns</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Reusability</th>
<th>Usability</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Builder &amp; Composite</td>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory Method &amp; Prototype</td>
<td>Factory Method</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Factory Method</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype Method</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>Template Method</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 – Patterns with Similarity Relationship

Figure 6 - Quality Characteristics of Similar Patterns
3.2.1 Choosing between Abstract Factory and Builder

Abstract Factory and Builder are two creational patterns. Abstract Factory provides an interface for creating families of related or dependent objects without specifying their concrete classes. Builder separates the construction of a complex object from its representation so that the same construction process can create different representations. Abstract Factory is similar to Builder in that it too may construct complex objects. The primary difference is that the Builder pattern focuses on constructing a complex object step by step. Abstract Factory’s emphasis is on families of product objects (either simple or complex). Builder returns the product as a final step, but as far as the Abstract Factory pattern is concerned, the product gets returned immediately [12]. It seems that Abstract Factory achieve better results in software quality metrics than the Builder (Figure 7).

- Adapter has better results to gain learnability and Bridge has better results to gain operability and both has the same result in understandability, so according to the software system use can choose both of them to achieve usability.
- Bridge has better results to gain robustness than Adapter.

So we can use Abstract Factory in order to gain software quality characteristics instead of Bridge where ever there is no need to construct a complex object step by step.

3.2.2 Choosing between Adapter and Bridge

Adapter and Bridge are two structural patterns. Adapter converts the interface of a class into another interface clients expect. Adapter lets classes work together that couldn’t otherwise because of incompatible interfaces. Bridge, decouples an abstraction from its implementation so that the two can vary independently. Bridge has a structure similar to an object adapter, but Bridge has a different intent: It is meant to separate an interface from its implementation so that they can be varied easily and independently. An adapter is meant to change the interface of an existing object [12]. We can compare Bridge and Adapter as below (Figure 8):

- Bridge has better results to gain flexibility than the Adapter.
- Bridge has better results to gain software independence and Adapter has better results to gain generality, so according to the software system use can choose both of them to achieve reusability.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to emphasis on learnability and software independence in our software system, we should use Adapter; in other cases we can apply Bridge.

3.2.3 Choosing between Decorator and Proxy

Decorator and Proxy are two structural patterns. Decorator attaches additional responsibilities to an object dynamically. Decorators provide a flexible alternative to sub classing for extending functionality. Proxy provides a surrogate or placeholder for another object to control access to it. Although decorators can have similar implementations as proxies, decorators have a different purpose.
A decorator adds one or more responsibilities to an object, whereas a proxy controls access to an object. Proxies vary in the degree to which they are implemented like a decorator [12]. We can compare these two patterns as below (Figure 9):

- Proxy has better results to gain flexibility than Decorator.
- Decorator has better results to gain software independence than Proxy, so it seems that by using Decorator can achieve better reusability.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to emphasize on generality, software independence and usability in our software system, we should use Decorator and if we want to emphasize on flexibility and modularity in our software system, we should use Proxy.

### 3.2.4 Choosing between Façade and Mediator

Façade is a structural pattern and Mediator is a Behavioral pattern. Façade provides a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem. Façade defines a higher-level interface that makes the subsystem easier to use. Mediator defines an object that encapsulates how a set of objects interact. Mediator promotes loose coupling by keeping objects from referring to each other explicitly, and it lets you vary their interaction independently. Mediator is similar to Façade in that it abstracts functionality of existing classes. However, Mediator's purpose is to abstract arbitrary communication between colleague objects, often centralizing functionality that doesn't belong in any one of them. A mediator's colleagues are aware of and communicate with the mediator instead of communicating with each other directly. In contrast, a façade merely abstracts the interface to subsystem objects to make them easier to use; it doesn't define new functionality, and subsystem classes don't know about it. Façade differs from Mediator in that it abstracts a subsystem of objects to provide a more convenient interface. Its protocol is unidirectional, that is, Facade objects make requests of the subsystem classes but not vice versa. In contrast, Mediator enables cooperative Behavior that colleague objects don't or can't provide, and the protocol is multidirectional [12]. We can compare Façade and Mediator based on their quality characteristics as below (Figure 10):

- Façade can achieve better simplicity than Mediator and both have the same results in expendability and generality so Façade can achieve better flexibility than Mediator.
- Both Façade and Mediator have the same results in reusability.
- Façade can achieve better understandability and Mediator can achieve better operability, so choosing between these two patterns should be according to the software system and the metrics needed.
- Mediator can achieve better scalability than the Façade.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to emphasize on flexibility and understandability in our software system, we should use Façade and if we want to emphasize on operability and scalability in our software system, we should use Mediator.

### 3.2.5 Choosing between State and Strategy

State and Strategy are two Behavioral patterns. State, allows an object to alter its Behavior when its internal state changes. The object will appear to change its class. Strategy defines a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them interchangeable. Strategy lets the algorithm vary independently from clients that use it [12]. We can compare their quality characteristics as below (Figure 11):

- State can achieve better results in generality and Simplicity than the Strategy, so State can achieve better results in flexibility.
- State can achieve software independence, but according to the fair value for the State generality and Strategy modularity, there is no result for reusability gained by using these to patterns.
State can achieve operability but it seems that no result is exists for the usability.
State can achieve better scalability.
It seems that by using State can achieve better results in software quality metrics.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to emphasis on modularity and software independence in our software system, we should use Strategy. Neither of the State and Strategy improves the understandability. In other case we can apply State in the software.

3.3 Conflict Relationship and Software Metrics
Two pattern conflict with each other when they both provide mutually exclusive solutions to similar problems. Patterns with conflict relationship and their effect on software quality metrics are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13:

3.3.1 Choosing between Builder and Composite
Builder is a creational pattern and Composite is a structural pattern. Builder separates the construction of a complex object from its representation so that the same construction process can create different representations. Composite composes objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. Composite lets clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly. A Composite is what the builder often builds

3.3.2 Choosing between Factory Method and Prototype
Factory Method and Prototype are two creational patterns. Factory Method defines an interface for creating an object, but let subclasses decide which class to instantiate. Factory Method lets a class defer instantiation to subclasses. Prototype specifies the kinds of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and creates new objects by copying this prototype. Prototype doesn’t require sub classing Creator. However, sub classes often require an Initialize operation on the Product class. Creator uses the Initialize operation to initialize the object. Factory Method doesn’t require such an operation. The comparison between these two patterns is listed below (Figure 15): Factory Method has better results to gain expendability and simplicity than the Prototype, so Factory Method has better results to gain flexibility.

- Builder can achieve better results in expendability, Simplicity and generality than the Composite, so Builder has better results in flexibility.
- It seems that Builder has better results in reusability and usability, because of several not applicable values for software quality metrics for Composite.
- Builder can achieve better results in scalability than the Composite.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies, we should use Composite, but if there is not such a need in the software we can use Builder instead of Composite in order to gain better software quality characteristics.
scalability.
Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to gain scalability we should use Prototype and if we want to emphasis on flexibility and usability we should use Factory Method, in other case we can use either of them.

### 3.3.3 Choosing between Prototype and Template Methods

![Diagram of Choosing between Prototype and Template Method]

Prototype is a creational pattern and Template Methods is a behavioral pattern. Prototype specifies the kinds of objects to create using a prototypical instance, and creates new objects by copying this prototype. Template Method defines the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring some steps to subclasses. Template Method lets subclasses redefine certain steps of an algorithm without changing the algorithm's structure [12]. We can compare the quality characteristics of these two patterns as below (Figure 16):

- Template Method and Prototype has the same results to gain flexibility.
- Prototype can achieve better results in modularity.
- Template Method can achieve better results in usability.
- Prototype can achieve better results in scalability.

Now, we can come to conclusion that if we want to gain scalability and reusability we should use Prototype and if we want to emphasis on usability we should use Template Method, in other case we can use either of them.

### 4 Conclusions

In this paper, we suggested to take benefits of design patterns to increase the Reusability, Flexibility, Usability, Scalability and Robustness. Then we focused on two relationships which lead us to decide between different design patterns. Our studies on “Similar” and “Conflict” relationships showed that patterns are not the same at gaining the software quality metrics. Also there are some evidences that design patterns do not intrinsically promote every quality. For example none of the two patterns, State and Strategy, improve understandability.

The method we presented for “similar” and “conflict” patterns guided us to obtain a decision tree for applying the patterns in similar cases. This tree is base on the software quality characteristics that that are required for a software system. In our future work we will try to study the other design patterns relationships than “similar” and “conflict”.
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